Effect of epinephrine on neutrophil kinetics in rabbit lungs.
The effect of epinephrine on neutrophil (PMN) kinetics in rabbit lungs was evaluated by measuring the retention of radiolabeled PMN's in the lung, the exchange rate between the marginated and circulating pools of PMN's, and the erythrocyte (RBC) transit time. Epinephrine treatment decreased RBC transit times and increased exchange rates in the regions with the shortest transit times but did not change the pulmonary recovery of radiolabeled PMN's. When regions of similar RBC transit time were compared, epinephrine did not affect PMN retention at short transit times but did produce greater retention at long transit times. These data suggest that the major effect of epinephrine was to increase the proportion of the lung having short RBC transit times and fast exchange rates between the marginated and circulating pools. However, this effect did not decrease the overall retention of PMN's most likely because it was balanced by recruitment of additional capillary segments, which increased PMN retention in regions with longer transit times.